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Major Works

Skin- A Short Story whose individual words are split up in 
the form of tattoos on the bodies of participants. A 
complete copy of the novel is only shown to these 
participants.

My Body-Shelley's second Hypertext Novel....describes the 
development of a young girl through body sections, such 
as "Breasts," and "Arm"

The Doll Games-Written with her sister Pamela, it explores 
the role that dolls play in the life of a developing young 
girl. Seperate from Patchwork Girl and My Body in that it 
contains many links to photos as well as text.
Half Life-Shelley's most recent work, a novel, concerning 
two sisters, who due to nuclear fallout are conjoined at the 
neck, one of whom being in a coma.



--During a lecture by George Landow in 1993, 
Jackson began to doodle a "naked woman with 
dotted line scars", which was the first inception of 
The Patchwork Girl

--The writing is of the Memoir Genre, or semi-
autobiographical writing, which is popular in the 
writings of hypertext fiction.

--Combines text from:
Frankenstein (Mary Shelley)
The Patchwork Girl of Oz (L. Frank Baum)



HYPERTEXT 

Hypertext started some time 
in the 1980s and grew very 
popular.

... which means it was 
around before the Internet! 

Published using specific 
software - Patchwork Girl
uses software called 
Storyspace.



Shared much 
of the appeal 
found in 
text-based 
adventure 
games; the 
reader 
chooses where 
the story 
starts and 
finds a 
unique path 
through the 
work.



STRUCTURE

• Patchwork Girl is non-linear
o This opens it up for exploration.

However, this also gives a lack of 
CLOSURE.
No sense of place = no sense of 
progress.



INSPIRATION!





QUILTING 
References in the text
Analogy of layout



Represents...
domesticity
repressed sexuality

Seen in Journal Section



Transition...
from England 
to America

from old to new 
ideals



Breakdown between 
domesticity and quilting

Empowering call for suffrage

Completing the transitional arc



Sewing into existence
Life through writing
(Jane Eyre)

Life through sewing
(Shelley's Monster)



Text as a whole
Each text box is a piece of fabric
The reader becomes the quilter



Crazy Quilt indeed!

Each text box is a block in a quilt
-----------------------------
Complete with seams!

Each block is made up of 
smaller "scraps" of 
literature

The seams of which can 
be seen in the Scrap Bag
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